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Introduction
What gives the Irish country house garden its distinctive character? A verdant light, lush grass, bold trees and
green-fingered generations of care. In 1972 Seamus Heaney, while staying in a Gloucestershire country house,
defined his homeland as being ‘other than this mellowness, of topiary, lawn and brick’. For the Irish country
house garden sits at a precise rond-point of nature, culture and history, and continues to be a place where the
Irish, British and European horticultural traditions potently collide. This complex identity has often led historians
to suppress any emerald-tinted concerns about land, property and empire, any uneasiness that might
overshadow its charm or indeed threaten its survival. Yet those concerns also lend the Irish country house
garden a strange beauty, as memory, pleasure and tragedy glide along its avenues and sidle through its glades.
Breaking new ground through the presentation of fresh material and research, this symposium will investigate
the history, design and planting of the Irish country house garden from c.1650-1900. It will consider garden-
making as an art form in all its dimensions: plan, form, section, and relationship to buildings and/or natural
features, as well as the colour, massing and individual habits of planting (trees, shrubbery and flowers).
Concerns relating to collecting, taste, fashion, patronage, gender and networks are anticipated. Although the
larger scale of landscape design will be touched upon, the symposium primarily aims to address the smaller
nature of gardens, and their many specific, often complex design concerns.

I come from scraggy farm and moss
Old patchworks that the pitch and toss 
Of history have left dishevelled.
But here, for your sake, I have levelled
My cart-track voice to garden tones
Cobbled the bog with Cotswold stone

from A Peacock's Feather by Seamus Heaney, 1972
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The seventeenth century walled garden was a source of food, medicine and
delight for the privileged few. Manor houses which evolved in Ireland during
the seventeenth century were outward looking in aspect, but the valuable
walled gardens were kept in close proximity to the house and its kitchen. This
paper looks at walled gardens in an Irish context, where the gardens
developed from the vegetable gardens within the bawns or fortified walls which
surrounded medieval Irish castles and abbeys. It examines the history and
uses of the walled garden in the seventeenth century, how it was constructed,
what was grown in it and how it was laid out and planned.

Image: Stradbally Hall, Co. Laois, circa 1740. Private Collection. 

The Walled Garden in 17th Century Ireland 
Dr Vandra Costello



Initially addressing dating problems relating to certain drawings in Mary
Granville Delany’s Album of Drawings, held in the National Gallery of Ireland, I
was drawn into a wider investigation of the drawings. The majority of the
drawings trace the years of Mary Delany’s marriage to clergyman and
theologian Patrick Delany in 1743 to his death in 1768. During this time the
couple moved mainly between Counties Dublin and Down in Ireland,
interspersed with lengthy trips to England, staying in London, Bath and
country houses in the English Midlands. The roughly chronological drawings of
the Album show Delany’s increasing appreciation of picturesque garden
buildings seen within the country house landscapes she depicted,
accompanied by an enduring love of trees and water. Her voluminous dated
correspondence did not always match the dates given on her drawings,
especially notable in those most frequently reproduced.

Image: A Woman Sketching the Tree-Seat on Wood Island, Hollymount, near Downpatrick, Co.
Down by Mary Granville Delany, 1745. Photo © National Gallery of Ireland.

The Mary Granville Delany Album: 
Drawings Mapping a Marriage, 1743-68 
Dr Ruth Musielak



Now a vanished world, the enclosed kitchen garden, usually but not always
walled, was once a commonplace in the Irish landscape. Country houses of the
aristocracy, nobility and gentry all boasted at least one, as did the clergy in
their glebe houses and the rich merchants in their suburban villas. Hives of
activity at all times, these gardens had to supply the needs of their respective
households, not just of the resident family in the big house, but their
household servants and demesne staff, together with visiting families and their
servants, which could all amount to significant numbers of people. While
garden sizes varied, all operated labour-intensive gardening regimes of
efficient production, supplying a continuous demand for a varied supply of
flowers, vegetables and fresh fruit each day of the year. From season to
season well established gardening cycles were followed, but by the Victorian
era demands often extended beyond producing cut flowers for the house or
the finest seasonal vegetables and the choicest fruit for the dining room table.
Out-of-season produce became an ever-present requirement and depending
on the quality of facilities, the head-gardener may have been expected to
produce strawberries for Christmas, salads, melons, cucumbers or mushrooms
at any time of the year, not to mention peaches, nectarines, grapes and even
pineapples, while the lady of the house may have expected lilies of the valley
for the house in winter or perhaps exotic flowers, palms or pot plants.

Image: Walled garden glasshouses at Woodville, New Ross, Co. Wexford, Terence Reeves-Smyth. 

‘Beauty and utility: The walled kitchen gardens of Ireland’ 
Terence Reeves-Smyth



This is an account of the evolution of tree collections in Irish gardens. There
were three waves of planting trees in arboreta. The pioneering, late 18th
century wave, was led by John Foster at Collon, and resulted in the creation of
Glasnevin. The second wave, including 36 collections of trees, was inspired by
J.C. Loudon and his Gardeners Magazine (1825-43). The third wave exploited
the dramatic increase in plant exploration and discoveries in the years 1860-
1914. It culminated in the four great arboreta of Powerscourt, Kilmacurragh,
Castlewellan and Mount Usher.

Image: Two magnolias ('Star Wars’ and ‘Merrill’) in the arboretum at Tullynally Castle, Co.
Westmeath. They flank a rustic hut based on one designed by Samuel Hayes, as published in 1794.

The Arboretum in Ireland 
Thomas Pakenham 



Before he embarked on his career as a landscape gardener, Humphry Repton
(1752-1818) spent over three months in Ireland in the spring of 1783, as
Secretary to William Windham, Chief Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland and Repton’s landlord in northeast Norfolk.  This paper will explore the
implications of what Repton called his ‘Irish expedition,’ about which much
less is known than other episodes of his life, for his views of landscape and
practice of landscape gardening. The paper will consider the influence of
Repton’s journey west through Wales to Ireland, his social circle in Dublin and
the Wicklow tour. While Repton did not return to Ireland, places he visited
there re-appear in his landscape designs and he was mindful of Anglo-Irish
relations in his designs for Parliament Speaker Charles Abbot (a former Chief
Secretary for Ireland) at the Palace of Westminster in the wake of the Act of
Union of 1800. The paper will raise the question of the influence in Ireland of
Repton’s landscape gardening in England and Wales, through the circulation of
his published works, as part of the diffusion of the Reptonian style more
widely, to other places in Europe, to Australia and the United States.   
 
Image: Humphry Repton's trade card 1788 private collection

‘Repton and Ireland; 
Landscape Gardening and Georgian Geography
Professors Stephen Daniels and Finola O’Kane



Dublin's environs accumulated many demesnes of middle size over the course
of the nineteenth century when landscape design was often engaged in the
transfer and modification of country house garden ideals to smaller, more
limited sites. Located on the outskirts of a growing city, increasing number of
houses, institutions and industrial buildings affected the design of such
interstitial landscapes and they also had to contend with the capital's road,
canal and railway infrastructures. Professional landscape gardeners such as
James Fraser (1793-1863) and Ninian Niven (1799-1879) mediated this
transfer of design ideas, continuing to work on large country estates while also
designing compressed, scaled-down versions of these designs for their new
patrons, the wealthy professional class. These designs continued to prioritise
the approach route, the setting and the views to and from the house but as the
overall estate acreage declined and the construction of railways impacted on
the coastal boundaries of some gardens, borrowed vistas of neighbouring
estates or, in coastal locations, the sea, grew in significance. This presentation
briefly considers the gardens of Ardgillan, Killakee and Luttrellstown.

Image: Edward Radclyffe, Ardgillan Castle, Balbriggan, County Dublin with the Dublin and
Drogheda Railway, 1844, Steel engraving, National Gallery of Ireland, NGI. 11677.

The Advent of Iron and Glass: Design Transfers between
Country House Gardens and Suburban Dublin 
Dr Laura Johnstone



Italian and French landscape designs were transmogrified and nationalised by
each country that adopted them, and so it was with the naturalistic English
style. However, there was never more fluidity between the cultures of Ireland
and England than in the 18th century when ideas flowed in both 
directions across the Irish Sea. This talk will explore the influence of Irish
design on the work of Humphry Repton, and the impact in Ireland of his
attempts to impose the class system on the landscapes of England.

Image: The Glen of the Dargle, near Dublin by Humphry Repton. 

How class operated on 18th century landscape 
and what the alternative was. 
John Phibbs, MBE



Our historic gardens, more appreciated now than ever, are an important art
form which provide a living proof of changing fashions and thought, a window
into the mindset of past generations. They are places of beauty and peace to
escape and return to as the seasons change, home to important plant
collections and oases of biodiversity in an ever more crowded and built over
world. By their nature gardens cannot stand still, they are always changing.
How do we manage that precarious balance - respecting the past while making
them relevant and sustainable for the present and the future? This talk is a
brief look at how we interpret and manage historic gardens today using
examples of some of our great gardens. The talk will end with a brief overview
of Glin Castle - a small case study of a place where one family who, in a
modest way, interpreted gardening fashions as they evolved over several
centuries and are still doing so today.
 
Image: 18th Century View of Glenarm, Co. Antrim

The Historic Country House Garden in Ireland:
challenges for the 21st century 
Catherine FitzGerald
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